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Kootenai=Kutenai=Kootenay=Ktunaxa=Ksanka: LowerKootenai, Upper Kootenai

The Kootenai language is spoken along the Kutenai River in British Columbia,

Idaho, and Montana. Perhaps a dozen elders speak the language fluently, and

another 100 know it to some extent. Two slightly different dialects are recognized,

Lower Kootenai on the lower reaches of the Kutenai River in northern Idaho

(Kutenai Tribe of Idaho at Bonners Ferry) and southeastern British Columbia (Lower

Kootenay Band at Creston), and Upper Kootenai in British Columbia (Columbia

Lake Band at Windermere, St. Mary's Band near Cranbrook, Tobacco Plains Band

at Grasmere) and northwestern Montana (the Kootenai Tribe on the Flathead

reservation at Elmo). At present it is considered an isolate, though links to

Algonquian and Salish have been proposed (Sapir 1929, Haas 1965, Morgan 1980).

Vocabulary was collected during the 19th century by Hale, Tolmie, & Dawson

(1884: 79-87B, 102-llB), and others. Gatschet published a note on a suffix (1893).

In 1891 Chamberlain collected material in each dialect, including texts, and published

vocabulary and grammatical discussions (1893, 1894a,b,c, 1895a,b, 1902, 1906, 1909,

1910). A grammar in Latin by the missionary Canestrelli was published in 1894. Boas

visited the Kutenai in 1888 and again in 1914, going over the texts collected by

Chamberlain among other things. In 1918 he published these and other texts along

with a lejdcon, and in 1927 he reprinted the Canestrelli grammar with annotations

and additional examples, followed by notes on stem formation and the obviative,

along with a text. Kin terms are discussed in Sapir 1918, 1919 and Boas 1919. Garvin

did fieldwork in 1946 and 1950 and published a grammatical sketch (1948a,b,c,

1951a), narrative text (1953), and conversation (1954), as well as notes on loan

phonology in names (1947), lexical innovations (1948d), and obviation (1951b). He
took up problems of analysis in 1957 and 1958. Discussions based on Garvin's

material are in Haugen 1956 on the syllable and Hamp 1958 on vowel length.

Lawrence Morgan produced a grammar in 1991 in addition to other unpublished

work. Dryer describes obviation and the inverse (1992a,b, 1994, 1997). Kootenai

material cited here is drawn from Morgan 1991.
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